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ADAPTABILITY OF A DAILY RAINFALL DISAGGSEGATIOH MODEL TO THE

MIDBESTEBH UNITED STATES

Thnaait V. Econopouly, D. E. Davis, and D. A. Woolhiser

INISODUCTIOH

Dally dlsaggregatlon of rainfall Is a technique used to separate a

dally rainfall depth Into smaller showers. The showers can then be

further disaggregated Into Intensity patterns, which may be used as

Input for time varying Infiltration models (Woolhlser and Oaborn,

1985). A stochastic model for the dlsaggregation of daily summer rain

fall In southeastern Arizona was developed by Hershenhorn (1984).

Hershenhorn used data collected at a gage on the Walnut Gulch

Watershed. Hershenhorn and Woolhiser (1987) found that this model was

applicable for locations up to 75 miles away from the original gage.

In this paper, we discuss the applicability of the model to two midwes-

tern locations.

DATA SET

The data used in the study were collected on the Agricultural

Research Service's Experimental Watersheds at Hastings, Nebraska and

McCredle (now Kingdom City) Missouri, and were obtained on magnetic

tape from the U.S.D.A.'s Water Data Laboratory. The period of record

for Hastings was 1938 through 1967, and for HcCredie was 1941 through

1974. Two periods of the year were investigated - May and June, and

July and August.

The climate for both of these locations is considered continental,

with an annual precipitation cycle that exhibits a winter minimum and a

stlimner maximum. The maximum amount precipitation occurs during June,

and over half of the total annual precipitation occurs during the

months of May through September. The early summer maximum is a result

of the continental influence resulting in increasing temperatures and

advection of moisture from the Gulf of Mexico, coupled with still

fairly active spring storms (Trewartha, 1981). Approximately 80 per

cent of the summer precipitation in the region has been classified as

frontal in nature (Rudd, 1961).

DAILY DISAGGREGATIOH MODEL

The mathematical description of the disaggregation model is

described in detail by Hershenhorn (1984) and Hershenhorn and Woolhiser

(1987). The model's structure requires a daily precipitation amount as

an input. Given daily amounts the model can be used to describe the

number of showers within a day, the starting time, the depth and the

duration for each shower.
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Complete -vs. Partial Showers

Two types of showers are defined - a complete shower is one that

begins and ends within the same day, and a partial shower is one that

begins on one day and ends on another. Table 1 lists the number of two

consecutive days with precipitation and the percentage of those con

taining a partial event. The rank sum test (Hoel, 1971) was used to

determine if the sums or products of the daily depth amounts for con

secutive wet days with partials and those without partials were

different. At the five percent level, there were no significant dif

ferences between the consecutive wet days with partials and those

without partials.

Table 1. Number of Two Consecutive Wet Days

No. of Two Consecutive Percentage *'

Location Period Wet Days with Partials

Hastings May and June 188 34

Hastings July and August 107 34

HcCredie May and June 272 24

McCredle July and August 164 21

Walnut Gulch July and August 217 17

1/ Number of consecutive wet days when the shower continued through

midnight divided by the total number of consecutive wet days.

Partial showers were separated into two smaller showers which were

assigned to the day on which each occurred. For the remainder of this

paper a partial shower will be considered as either parts of the shower

that crossed midnight. A log likelihood ratio test was performed on

the distributions of partial and complete showers depths at Walnut

Gulch (Hershenhorn, 1984), it found that the complete and partial

depths could be described by the same distribution. The log likelihood

ratio test was also performed using the Hastings and McCredie data and

it was found that only the McCredie - July and August, complete and

partial depths could be described by one distribution. However, the

two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test could not distinguish between

any of the raidwestern complete or partial shower depth distributions.

Thus, to make the description of the rainfall process more tractable,

the partial and complete depths were assumed to be samples from the

same distribution. This assumption was necessary in order to distribute

daily depths into multiple shower depths.

Distribution of Number of Showers Given Daily Precipitation

A joint distribution was required to describe the number of

showers in a day, given a daily precipitation amount. The joint
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distribution of the number of showers per day, and the daily amount can
be written as the product of the conditional and marginal distribu
tions:

H^.Cn.z) - GN|z,(n|2)Fz,<z)

where:

N - the number of showers.

Z'- the daily precipitation depth minus a threshold.

Because the lower limit of the daily observation was 0.01 inch,

the threshold was set at 0.009 inch. The threshold was set at this
value so all small depth values would remain in the data set.

In this study, the marginal distribution of daily rainfall was
developed so that the goodness of fit of the conditional distribution
could be tested. When the overall model is used, the daily depth will

be obtained from historical data or perhaps a climate generating model.
The marginal distribution chosen for test purposes was the Nixed

Exponential distribution (Smith and Schreiber, 1974) which density has
the form:

fZ'(z) " f" exp <"z/*i> + ^T1 exp 2
where:

a - is a weighting parameter (0 £ a s 1)

$. and Bj are parameters

Hershenhom (1984) found that the Shifted Negative Binomial (SNB)

distribution provided a good fit for the conditional distribution of

the number of showers given daily rainfall. The probability mass func

tion of the SNB is written as:

P(N-n) - (Jjtj'^p'd-P)11"1; n-1,2,... (3)

Variables p and r were allowed to vary with daily depth. The

Walnut Gulch data indicated that the number of showers given Z,

asymptotically approached a limiting value. However, the McCredie data

suggested that the expected number of showers asymptotically approached

a straight line with a positive slope (figure 1), and thus a new func

tional form was developed for p and r. This new functional form

accounts for this factor and includes the Walnut Gulch function as a

special case. The functional form for p and r is now:

p - exp(-Al x Z) (4)

r - (E - 1.0) x p/(1.0 - p) (5)

E - A2 + A3 x Z + (1.0 - A2) x exp(-A4 x Z) (6)
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Figure 1. Expected Number of Showers vs. Daily Precipitation.
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where:

E - is the expected amount of showers given a daily precipita
tion amount.

Z - is daily precipitation depth.

Al, A2, A3 and A4 are fitted parameters.

Parameter values were obtained for the mldwestern data by numeri

cal maximum likelihood techniques. The null hypothesis that the sample
data were taken from the identified bivariate distribution could not be

rejected for the McCredie data sets, according to a Chi-Squared good
ness of fit test, at the 1 percent level.

Individual Shower Depths

Given a daily rainfall depth, Z, and the number of shower* per

day, N, individual shower amounts, Y, Y2,...YN need to be determined.

The summation of all the individual depths which occur within a day

must equal that day's rainfall depth. The ratio technique developed

for the Walnut Gulch data (Hershenhorn, 1984), alao represented the

midwestern locations. The technique used ratios developed froa shower

amounts and daily depth. The ratios were then fitted to either a Beta

Fourier distribution or a Uniform distribution. The ratio technique

was used to describe up to 6 showers within a day at Walnut Gulch. The

McCredie data had up to 13 showers per day.

Shower Starting Times

A partial shower was defined as one that ends or begins at mid

night, so once the durations had been determined, the time of the start

of a shower was determined. Hershenhorn (1984) used the Mixed Beta

distribution to describe normalized starting times for the complete

showers. The starting times were normalized by defining the starting

times as time (in hours) from midnight and dividing by 24. The Mixed

Beta distribution can written as:

fTc(t) - (1-t)

(1-w) (1-t) (7)

where:

F - is the gamma function

w • is a weighting parameter (0 £ w £ 1)

a., 02, au, and 0- are parameters
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The Mixed Beta distribution has some undesirable features. The

distribution is not necessarily periodic. However, the process that we

wish to describe is periodic. The distribution can not be explicitly

integrated. If numerically integrated, care must be taken at the tails

where the Mixed Beta distribution may take on infinite values. To

overcome the problems with the Mixed Beta, a Fourier distribution with

a mean of one and two harmonics was tested to determine if it could

replace the Mixed Beta. The Fourier distribution is periodic and can

be explicitly integrated. The Fourier distribution can be written as:

fTc(t) - 1.0 + o cos (2wt + fi) + B cos (4wt + p) (8)

where:

a - the first amplitude.

0 - the first phase angle.

B - the second amplitude

p - the second phase angle.

Parameter values for the Mixed Beta distribution and the Fourier

distribution were obtained by using numerical maximum likelihood tech-

niques for the individual data sets . The data sets were divided into

subclasses, which were grouped according to the number of showers per

day, up to 6 showers per day. All days with 6 or more showers were

grouped together. One-sample KS tests were performed to determine

whether the historical cumulative distribution functions (CDF's) were

significantly different from the CDF's calculated from the parameter

values optimized over the entire data set. At the one percent level,

all the historical CDF's for each subclass were not significantly dif

ferent from the Fourier CDF's. The Hastings, July and August - 1

shower per day data was the only subclass that was significantly dif

ferent, at the one percent level, from the Mixed Beta CDF's.

The hypothesis of the independence of multiple starting times on a

day with more than one shower, and whether they can be described by

order statistics was tested for both the Mixed Beta and (he Fourier

distributions. Let F_(t) represent the CDF of the starting time of

the r shower on a Say in which n showers occur (Kendall and Stuart,
1977). The general form is:

FTr(t) -
n!

n-r

I
1-0

trr*1- <ftc>
1+r

(9)

where F_ is the CDF of all shower starting times as given by the CDF

of the Hlxed Beta or Fourier distribution.

The empirical distribution functions were compared with the theo

retical distributions given the assumption of independence. The one -

sample KS test was used to test the hypothesis that the shower starting
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tinea were Independent. When the order statistics were calculated from

the Nixed Beta distribution, there were 5 instances out of 36 when the

distributions were considered significantly different at the one per
cent level. Tests with the Fourier distribution revealed 3 instances

out of 36 where the distributions were significantly different.

The Mixed Beta and the Fourier distribution appear to fit the data
equally well. Therefore, because of its favorable properties pre
viously mentioned, the Fourier distribution was chosen as the
distribution to use to describe the starting times of complete showers.

Starting tlaes for one shower per day. To reflect the relation
between depth and starting time, the shower starting times were condi

tioned upon depth. However, we will describe only one shower per day

in this manner because the statistical description of more than one

shower per day becomes intractable. The joint distribution of shower
depth and time of day may be written as:

fXfTc<x,t) - fx/Tc(x/t) g^tt) (10)

where:

fY/_ (x/t) is the conditional distribution of depth given
A/iC time of day.

g_ (t) the marginal distribution of starting times -

the Fourier distribution.

The following marginal distribution for depth was obtained by integrat
ing the joint distribution over time:

fx/Tc(x/u)du (11)

From Bayes' theorem the conditional distribution of time given depth:

fTc/x(t,x) - [^(t) fx/Tc(X/Tc)] / 6x<x) (12)

The cumulative probability of the conditional time given depth is:

P(T<t / x) - J fTc/x(u/x) du (13)

Preliminary investigations revealed that the Exponential distribu

tion may be used to describe the distribution of shower depths within

two hour intervals. Therefore, an Exponential distribution with a time

varying parameter was chosen for the conditional distribution of depth

of a shower given time of day. The conditional distribution may be

written as:

fx/Tc(x/t) - 1.0/l(t) [exp(-t/l(t))] (14)

where the mean l(t), is represented by a fourier series with two terms:

l(t) - A + B cos(2mc + C) + D cos(4mc + E) (IS)
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The parameters A, B, C, D and E are obtained by numerical optimization
using ««Tf«—«i likelihood techniques. To improve the fit of this dis

tribution to the data set and to reduce the number of showers to be

simulated, only showers greater than 0.10 of an inch were included.

The Chi - Square goodness of fit test was used to determine whether

the theoretical joint distribution was significantly different from the

historical distribution of shower depths and starting times. At the

one percent significance level, the only data set that was considered

significantly different is the July and August data set from Hastings.

Inspection of the cumulative plot of starting times (figure 2) for the

one per day showers reveals a high frequency of points at 6:00 am. The

occurrence of this many points at one time probably is an artifact due

to the techniques used to convert analog rainfall data into a digital

form. The number of points at 6:00 am made it difficult to fit a curve

through these data.

Joint Distribution of Shower Duration and Amount

Shower durations were determined from the corresponding shower

depth. The joint distribution of shower duration and amount may be

written as:

yy.d) - gD/y,(d/y) ^.(y) (16)

Where d is the shower duration and y is the shower depth minus a thres

hold amount. The shower depth is obtained from the storm ratio tech

nique.

Hershenhorn (1984) used a bivariate log-normal distribution for

hy, ..(y.d). Different functional relationships between depth and dura

tion were tested for linear dependency for the complete and partial

showers, individually. The best linear relationship obtained for the

complete showers, with a threshold equal to 0.009, for three of the

four midvestern data sets, was when the duration was transformed to its

natural log and the depth was raised to the one-third power. However,

the hypothesis that the residuals came from a normal distribution with

a mean equal to zero and a standard deviation equal to the standard

error of estimate could not be accepted by the Chi-Squared test at the

one percent significance level, for half of the data sets.

The threshold for the complete showers was Increased to 0.099

inches, to reduce the number of data points, and to facilitate the fit

of a regression line. In future simulations, showers of less than 0.10

inch will be treated in a simpler fashion than showers greater than or

equal to 0.10 inch. The highest coefficient of determination for two

of the midwestern data sets resulted when the durations were trans

formed to their natural logs and the depths were not transformed. The

remaining data sets highest coefficient of determination resulted when

the duration was transformed to its natural log and the depth was

transformed to its square root.

The hypothesis of linearity of regression was tested by using a

correlation ratio test (Kendall and Stuart, 1977). When all the four
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Figure 2. Starting Time of Showers for Hastings (July and August),
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data sets' durations were transformed to their natural logs and the

depths were allowed to remain the same, all four transformed data sets

passed the linearity test at the five percent level. When the data

sets' durations were transformed to their natural logs and the depths

were transformed to their square, three of the data sets passed the

test at the five percent level, and the Hastings, May and June data

passed at the one percent level.

Testing was also performed to determine if the residuals from the

regression were from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a

standard deviation equal to the standard error of estimate. To deter

mine if the standard deviation of the residuals was constant the Chi-

Square test was performed on four subclasses of each data set. The

subclasses were set up so each subclass had the same sample size. Four

of the total of sixteen subclasses' residuals could not be considered

from a normal distribution, at the one percent level, for the log dura-

tion vs. depth relationship. At the one percent level, four of the

sixteen subclasses' residuals could not be considered from a normal

distribution for the log duration vs square root of depth relationship.

The residuals for all of the four midwestern data were also tested

for normality without breaking up the data sets into subclasses. At

the one percent level, just the McCredie July and August data set's

residuals could not be considered as from a normal distribution for the

log duration vs depth relationship. Only the Hastings, May and June

residuals did not pass the significance testing when the log. duration

vs square root of depth relationship was examined.

The log duration vs. depth relationship used for the complete data
sets was tested for linearity and normality, with the partial data

sets. The threshold was set to 0.009 inch. At the five percent level,

the data sets transformed in this manner passed all the tests.

OQHCUTSIOHS

The daily disaggregation technique developed by Hershenhorn (1984)

from summer precipitation data collected in southeastern, Arizona re

quired slight modification to be used to describe spring and summer

precipitation for two midwestern stations.

Two of the modifications which were needed improved the tractabil-

ity of the model. The Fourier distribution was used to replace the

Mixed Beta distribution for the description of the starting times of

the showers. The replacement made the description of the starting

times more theoretically correct because the Fourier distribution is

periodic where the Mixed Beta is not. The Fourier density distribution

is also much easier to integrate for its use in simulations. This

replacement may be suitable for the Arizona data as well. A change was

made in the functional forms of the p and r values of the Shifted

Negative Binomial distribution, which improved the old functional form

by allowing the parameters to take additional functional forms.

The duration vs. depth relationship which resulted in the greatest

linear dependency was different at the midwestern locations from that
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in Arizona. The residuals of Che complete shower depths minus Che

threshold of 0.009 inch were not normally discribuced abouc Che regres

sion line of Che greatest linear dependency, thus Che threshold for Che

complete showers had to be increased Co 0.099 inch. This change of

Chreshold should noc reduce Che applicability of Che model since

precipitation intensicies from showers of less Chan 0.10 inch are

rarely needed in models which use time varying infiltration techniques.

The disaggregation technique was improved by conditioning the

scareing cimes of Che one shower per day on Che depCh of Che shower.

This allows Che daily disaggregation to parcially describe Che diurnal

fluctuation of depth. This addition may also be used Co describe

Chediurnal fluctuation of depth in southeastern Arizona.
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